SaaS-based Identity
Security Solution

Discover, Manage, and Secure
All Identities
Success for the modern cloud enterprise depends on securely connecting the
right people to the right technology for great employee experiences. This means
maintaining security of all apps, systems, and data across their entire environment
(on premises and in the cloud).
SailPoint IdentityNow is a modern SaaS-based Identity Security solution that provides a centralized
way to see and control every user’s access to resources across hybrid IT environments, while
ensuring regulatory compliance. IdentityNow has built-in identity best practices that allow simplified
administration without the need for specialized identity expertise.

Rapid Deployment with Zero Maintenance Burden
A subset of SaaS components from the SailPoint Identity Security Cloud, SailPoint IdentityNow is a
complete multi-tenant SaaS solution. Since it does not require hardware or software installation,
organizations can rapidly and efficiently deploy and administer Identity Security services from the cloud.

Quickly
deploy and
govern access
to critical
applications
and systems

Comprehensive Identity Security
With services that can be rapidly deployed and administered from anywhere at any
time, SailPoint IdentityNow brings the power of enterprise-grade Identity Security
coupled with the agility and convenience of the cloud.

Lifecycle Management

Compliance Management

Manage user access through streamlined
self-service requests and lifecycle events
to deliver fast, automated access to all
types of users.

Automate access certifications, policy
management, and audit reporting to
simplify compliance processes and
strengthen identity governance.

 implify Access Requests
S
Manage high volumes of access changes
and requests through automation.

Improve Certification Efficiency
Make user access reviews fast, simple, and
accurate for your organization by expediting
processes and increasing visibility.

Maximize Worker Productivity
Provision workers with the correct access they
need right when they need it.
Instantly Act on Critical Access
Continuously monitor access across the
organization to identify and deprovision risky,
unused, orphaned, or dormant accounts.
Strengthen Real-Time Security Efforts
Ensure all access follows proper policy with
built-in tools that instantly spot potential risks.

Quickly Respond to Audit Requests
Maintain a full audit trail of accounts,
entitlements, policies, and actions – to the
minute – and address audit needs with ease.
Streamline Policies and Privileges
Monitor and update companywide policies
and privileges in real time from a centralized
dashboard.
Protect Your Organization
Avoid compliance violations and security risks
with autonomous capabilities for Separationof-Duties that identify risky user accounts and
access.

Password Management
Offer business users an intuitive, self-service experience for managing and resetting their own
passwords from any location and on any device, on-or off-network. Leveraging industry best
practices, such as sequential multi-factor authentication, this service enforces consistent
and secure password policies across all systems and users in the business, while eliminating
helpdesk calls and strengthening your security posture.

Connectors and Integrations
The power of IdentityNow resides in its ability to connect
to applications, mainframes, cloud infrastructure, and
data sources from across a hybrid IT environment.

Connectors
Sync apps and data sources to securely manage identity everywhere.
More than 100 out-of-the-box connectors available, including:

IT Service
Management

Enterprise
Applications and
Infrastructure

Access
Management

Privileged Access
Management

Cloud
Collaboration

Security and Risk
(GRC, SIEM, UBEA, CASB)

IdentityNow also provides standards-based connectors to additional applications
that leverage information exchange protocols such as REST, SCIM, JDBC, CSV and LDAP.
Advanced Integrations
Leverage bi-directional integrations for enhanced data, performance, and security.

AI-Driven Identity Security
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) proactively gives organizations
visibility at speed and scale into what access is necessary and what access is at risk
for potential security breaches.
Automate the discovery, management, and control of ALL user access to make better
and faster access decisions, and to spot potential threats. Three components of AIDriven Identity Security include:

Access Role
Modeling

Access
Insights

Access
Recommendations

Build and maintain user
roles to continuously
monitor and adjust
access across your entire
organization.

Transform user attributes,
roles, access history,
and entitlements into
actionable insights.
Identify access outliers
with AI-driven visibility to
spot risks faster and track
effectiveness with review
dashboards and reports.

Speed up lengthy
certification processes
and make smarter
access decisions in
less time. Automated
recommendations are
based on peer group
analysis, identity attributes
and access activity.

SaaS-based Identity Security Benefits
Updates and Patching – Updates are pushed seamlessly without the need for system downtime.
Scaling – Easily add users and dynamically scale to fit changing organizational needs.
Alerting – SailPoint provides proactive notifications of added services or status updates.
Monitoring – SailPoint delivers 24/7 oversight and support.

Meets Security Standards
SailPoint eliminates the need for organizations to choose between security or
convenience. We’ve architected IdentityNow around fundamental principles that
ensure best-of-breed security practices.

Meets security
standards ISO
27001:2013 and
SOC 2 Type 2

Allows your
business-critical
data to stay where
it belongs, behind
your firewall

“Zero Knowledge
Encryption” protects
administrative
access and
interaction with
external systems

Professional Services and Support
Our team of expert Professional Services specialists, as well as our global network of partners, are
available to provide assistance from initial deployment to ongoing management of IdentityNow.
As a true software-as-a-service platform, IdentityNow is committed to maintaining enterprise-class
Service Level Agreements. Dedicated DevOps and technical support resources provide ‘round-the-clock’
customer support.

Training
SailPoint’s Identity University provides training and certification designed to increase productivity across
your teams and ensure the most successful implementation.

Our Industry Leadership
SailPoint maintains consistently high ratings by analyst firms and,
due to the success of our customers, maintains a 95%+ customer
retention rate across all industry verticals.

95%
Customer
Retention Rate

Choose a vendor with
uncompromising
integrity
At the core of SailPoint Identity Security is cutting edge technology
backed by uncompromising integrity. Responsiveness. Attention
to detail. World-class service. Relentless commitment to customer
success. A bond of unwavering trust. At the core of Identity Security
is the very highest standard of business practices and customer
care.
At the core of Identity Security is SailPoint. Identity Security for the
modern enterprise. Trusted by the world’s largest, most complex
organizations.

Learn more at
sailpoint.com/products/identitynow

GLOSSARY
GRC
SIEM
UBEA
CASB
REST
SCIM
JDBC
CSV
LDAP

Governance, Risk, and Compliance
Security Information and Event Management
User and Entity Behavior Analytics
Cloud Access Security Broker
Representational state transfer
System for Cross-domain Identity Management
Java Database Connectivity
Comma-Separated Values
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

About SailPoint
SailPoint is the leading provider of identity security for the modern enterprise. Enterprise
security starts and ends with identities and their access, yet the ability to manage and
secure identities today has moved well beyond human capacity. Using a foundation
of artificial intelligence and machine learning, the SailPoint Identity Security Platform
delivers the right level of access to the right identities and resources at the right time—
matching the scale, velocity, and environmental needs of today’s cloud-oriented
enterprise. Our intelligent, autonomous, and integrated solutions put identity security at
the core of digital business operations, enabling even the most complex organizations
across the globe to build a security foundation capable of defending against today’s
most pressing threats.
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